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a b s t r a c t

Grade 316 L is one of the most versatile austenitic stainless-steel products whose potential

in laser powder bed fusion has been recently evaluated. A way of improving its properties

is to add reinforcements, such as TiC nanoparticles, to promote dispersion hardening.

However, it is often difficult to assess microstructure-mechanical property relationships,

since particle inoculation promotes heterogeneous nucleation of equiaxed grains during

rapid solidification. In this work, two 316 L samples were manufactured by laser powder

bed fusion, where the powder of one of them was inoculated with TiC nanoparticles. The

effect of inoculants on the microstructure and its high temperature behavior was assessed.

Electron Probe Micro Analyzer proved that inoculants did not get dissolved during the

printing process and they predominately lay in the intercellular regions, which were solute

enriched. Advanced characterization proved that inoculation did not affect the solidifica-

tion structure, which remained cellular and with a similar size, or the grain size, although

it did modify the bulk texture. Finally, the effect of dispersion hardening on the behavior at

high temperature of a 316 L steel was evaluated by small punch tests, which proved that

the addition of TiC improves all, ductility, yield strength and ultimate tensile strength at

high temperature. Moreover, samples processed by LPBF showed high temperature

behavior and superior strength and ductility, as compared to the ones obtained in a

reference annealed steel, even though the grain size obtained in the former case was at

least 50 times larger than the one obtained for the reference condition.

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC

BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. Introduction to the powder and the grain refinement level, and have found
Laser powder bed fusion (LPBF) is a novel additive

manufacturing technique that consists in the sequential

deposition and melting of powder layers. LPBF enables to

obtain complex part designs with low material waste [1,2].

One of the steels to be processed more extensively by this

technique is 316 L [3], an austenitic stainless steel with low

carbon, high additions of Ni and Cr and lower fractions of Mn

and Mo. Among its applications, one can highlight chemical

industries, process industries, power generation, oil, gas and

construction industries, as it presents excellent corrosion

resistance and moderate strength and creep resistance [4e6].

A traditional way of further improving 316 L properties is to

add particles to the material to strengthen it by dispersion

hardening, such as TiN [7]. However, the inoculation of par-

ticles during LPBF processes also affects the solidification

structure. For example, particle inoculation can lead to grain

refinement, since particles act as heterogeneous nucleation

sites for equiaxed grains [8,9]. Although grain refinement is

normally beneficial, as it strengthens the alloy by the Hall

Petch effect [10,11], it may negatively affect creep behavior,

e.g. some studies have reported minimum steady state creep

rate at intermediate grain sizes [12,13]. It is therefore inter-

esting to study isolatedly how the presence of these particles

affects high temperature performance, ruling out side effects,

such as grain size modification. Previous studies have shown

there is a correlation between the amount of inoculant added
Fig. 1 e (a, b) SEM micrographs corresponding to the reference a

melt pools and the grain growth on the LPBF-316 L (c) and the L

longitudinal section, where the rolling or building direction, RD

right top part.
that below a certain level, inoculants do not significantly

affect grain size [14]. Therefore, if grain refinement is not

desired, the amount of inoculated particles must be kept low.

Therefore, the aim of this study is to evaluate the effect of

particles on the creep behavior of a 316 L steel. To do so, two

different types of powder were used: 316 L steel powder and

316 L steel powder inoculated with a small fraction of 0.5 wt.%

of TiC nanoparticles. A hot rolled steel subjected to an

annealing treatment in the range 1050e1100 �C, was used as a

reference. Advanced characterization techniques, such as

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM), Electron Probe Micro

Analyzer (EPMA), X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) or Electron Back-

scattered Diffraction (EBSD) were used to make sure that

inoculated particles had not been dissolved during the print-

ing process and to study the effect of TiC precipitates on so-

lidification structure, grain size and crystallographic texture.

Moreover, the role of dispersion hardening on the material

high temperature properties were evaluated by small punch

tests. Although 316 L steels have been studied by small punch

tests in the past by several authors [15e18], they have not been

used before to characterize LPBF samples.
2. Experimental

In this work, commercial 316 L steel was selected to study the

effect of processing and particle inoculation on the
nnealed microstructure; (c, d) OM micrographs showing the

PBF-316 L þ TiC conditions. Micrographs correspond to the

and BD, respectively, are represented by an arrow on the
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microstructure and high temperature performance. The first

of the conditions, called reference from now on, was a hot

rolled steel subjected to an annealing treatment in the range

1050e1100 �C in the frame of the project EUROTRANS [19].

Two other conditions were processed by LPBF by using a

TruPrint1000 printer, where the first one, named LPBF-316 L,

was built with 316 L powder, whereas the second one, LPBF-

316 L þ TiC, was built with 316 L powder inoculated with TiC

nanoparticles. Although 0.5 wt.%, of nanoparticles was used,

it is very likely that the final weight percentage was lower, as

some particles may have gotten lost during the process. Both

samples were processed under an Ar atmosphere and built as

cylinders with a height and diameter of 16 and 4.5 mm,

respectively, by using a stripe unconnected strategy with a

hatch spacing of 0.2 mm. The laser scan was 100 mm/s, the

layer thicknesswas 50 mmand the stripewidthwas 4mm. The

scanning direction was sequentially rotated by 45� from layer

to layer. The laser emission mode was continuous wave and

the laser power was 170 W.

The LPBF samples were prepared by standard metallo-

graphic procedures and observed at low magnification by

inspecting the sample longitudinal (L) section (parallel to the

building direction, BD) under an optical microscope (OM).

Image compositions of the whole L section were formed and
Fig. 2 e Solidification structure obtained by processing the

316 L (a) and the 316 L þ TiC (b) powder by LPBF with the

selected set of printing parameters. Imaging was performed

by SEM, using backscattered electrons. TiC particles are

highlighted by arrows.
post-processed by ImageJ [20] to estimate the porosity. In

order to reveal the melt pool boundaries, microstructures

were electrochemically etched for 60 s by using 2% oxalic acid

as electrolyte and a plate of stainless steel as cathode.

Although a voltage of 20 V was set, it was proven that, during

the etching, the real voltage dropped to 4 V due to the resis-

tance of the system. Subsequently, the solidification struc-

tures were characterized by using a Hitachi S 48000 J SEM

operating at 15 kV on backscattered electron mode, with a

working distance of 8.5 mm.

After subjecting the samples to an additional polishing

step to remove the etched layer, EPMA measurements were

performed in the LPBF-316 L þ TiC condition in a JEOL

Superprobe JXA 8900 M operating at 20 kV. EPMA intensity

maps had to be post-processed applying a filter to minimize

the noise measurements intrinsic to the raw data, since such

noise induces that the measured sum of composition at each

scanned point varies between 95 at. % and 105 at. % [21]. The

filter uses a smooth function to reach a composition close to

100 at. % at all scanned points, using in this work a smoothing

of order 3 to avoid excessive loss of information (see appendix

A of [21] for a detailed explanation). This enabled an appro-

priate visualization of the EPMA measurements, since it

highlights the main compositional variations in the micro-

structure, wherever they exist.

Afterwards, X-Ray Diffraction texture measurements were

performed by a Bruker AXS D8 X-ray diffractometer, with a Co

X-ray tube working at 40 KV and 30 mA and equipped with a

LynxEye Linear Position Sensitive Detector. Incomplete pole

figures (PF), (111), (200) (220) and (311) were measured on the

transverse (T) section in the back-reflectionmode in the range

of pole distance from 0 to 70�. A measuring time of 15 s per

measuring interval in steps of 5� was used. The background

contribution was eliminated using measurements taken far

enough from the peak edge on the side of each reflection, and

the correction of defocusing was performed using a random

standard prepared by hot isostatic pressing. The experimental

pole figures were analyzed using the program Diffrac. Texture

(Bruker AXS). The orientation distribution function (ODF) was

derived by the use of the Bunge's series expansion method

(lMAX ¼ 22) and subsequently ghost corrected [22]. The sample

reference system imposed upon the calculation of the orien-

tation distribution function was orthorhombic, corresponding

to the symmetry observed in the pole figures. ODF data was

represented by the 42 sections at 45, 65 and 90� obtained with

the help of the MATLAB toolbox called MTEX [23], since the

most important orientations for fcc materials are included in

these sections.

The grain structure was observed by EBSD measurements,

conducted in a Zeiss Auriga Compact Focused Ion Beam (FIB)e

SEM operating at 20 kV. During data collection, samples were

tilted by 70�. Areas of 1152 � 861 mm2 were scanned by using a

step size of 3 mm. Only fcc was considered. Indexation per-

centages above 80% were achieved. EBSD data was cleaned

and plot with the MatLab® toolbox MTEX [23].

Finally, the mechanical properties at high temperature of

the reference, the LPBF-316 L and the LPBF-316 L þ TiC sam-

ples were evaluated by Small Punch Tests using a self-

developed test device. The description of this technique can

be found elsewhere [24e28]. Experiments were performed in
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Fig. 3 e For the LPBF-316 L þ TiC, (a) correlative SEM image and EPMA intensities corresponding to different elements: (b) Ti,

(c) Ni, (d) Mn, (e) Mo and (f) Cr. The observed TiC particle is pointed by an arrow.

Fig. 4 e 42 ¼ 0�, 42 ¼ 45� and 42 ¼ 65� ODF sections corresponding to the microstructures obtained by processing the 316 L

(a) and the 316 L þ TiC (b) powder by LPBF with the selected set of printing parameters. The identified texture components

(with a tolerance of 15�) are identified by circles on the sections. Intensity is represented in MRD, Multiples of Random

Distribution.
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Fig. 5 e EBSDmaps taken on the longitudinal sections of the conditions LPBF-316 L (a, b) and LPBF-316 Lþ TiC (c, d). Coloring

corresponds to the Inverse Pole Figure (IPF) values along the building direction (BD e a, c) and the vertical direction (Y e b, d).
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the Centro de Investigaciones Energ�eticas, Medioambientales

y Tecnol�ogicas (CIEMAT), following the standard from the

European Committee for Standardization (CEN), see Ref. [29]

and the standard UNE-EN 10371. Discs specimens of 0.25 mm

thickness (h) and 3 mm diameter were machined from the as-

built samples. Small punch tests consist in the deformation of

a small disc by constant displacement rate, while load (F) and

disc deflection (u) are measured. Results are usually analyzed

from the F-u curve, form which the following parameters can

be extracted: FM or maximum load, FE or load characterizing

the transition from linearity to the stage associated with the
Fig. 6 e Values of F vs. u for the conditions of study: reference a

testing temperatures of (a) 500 �C and (b) 25 �C.
spread of the yield zone through the specimen thickness, uM

or disc deflection corresponding to maximum load and ESP or

fracture energy obtained from the area under the load punch

displacement curve up to maximum load.
3. Results and discussion

The reference microstructure was that one corresponding to

an annealing treatment, predominantly consisting of

austenitic grains, as can be observed in Fig. 1(a). The austenitic
nnealed, LPBF-316 L and LPBF-316 L þ TiC, obtained for the

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmrt.2022.10.053
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Fig. 7 e Values of ESP (a), FEh
¡2 (b) and FMuM

¡1h¡2 (c) as a

function of the testing temperature, for the conditions of

study: reference annealed, LPBF-316 L and LPBF-316 Lþ TiC.

Error bars represent the measurement standard error.
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grains were in some cases twinned, see example in Fig. 1(b),

and had an average diameter of 24 mm [19]. Moreover, a low

fraction of elongated delta ferrite grains was also observed,

where their longest axis is parallel to the rolling direction (RD),

as can be seen in Fig. 1(a and b).

With respect to the LPBF conditions, OM image analyses

enabled to conclude that the porosity of the structure asso-

ciated to the selected laser power and speed was rather low,

0.1 ± 0.1%. A low magnification OM micrograph is shown in

Fig. 1(c), where it can be observed how elongated grains of

austenite, with a length higher than 1mm, growparallel to the

BD across melt pools, regardless of the used powder, showing

that no refinement took place when adding the TiC particles.
No delta ferrite was observed. Note that melt pools overlap,

meaning that the estimation of the real dimensions of the

melt poolwould involve the study of a single track or the study

of the last printed layer, as has been done in previous works

[30,31].

Fig. 2 shows the SEM characterization performed at high

magnification for both LPBF-316 L and LPBF-316 L þ TiC con-

ditions, where it can be observed how the structure solidified

in themorphology of cells in both cases, where the cell size did

not significantly vary as TiC nanoparticles were inoculated.

The comparison of both Fig. 2(a) vs. Fig. 2(b) enables to identify

that TiC nanoparticles apparently lie in the intercellular re-

gions. An EPMA analysis was carried out to confirm this

finding, see Fig. 3. It can be observed that the structure pre-

sents a significant segregation of Mo and Cr, and a slightly

increase in Mn and Ni content, whereas the cellular inner

regions are poor in solute. Moreover, it can be seen how a TiC

particle sits in one of the intercellular regions. Note that, due

to the particle size, its chemical composition may not be ac-

curate due to overlapping with the matrix, given the EPMA

resolution.

Fig. 4 shows three ODF sections of each of the studied LPBF

conditions, where it can be observed how the presence of TiC

particles affected macro-texture. Both conditions predomi-

nantly show rotated cube texture, with minor cube and Goss

texture components, although their intensities change

depending on the condition. While the intensities (in Multi-

ples of Random Distribution, MRD) of both the cube and

rotated cube components are higher for the LPBF-316 L con-

dition, see Fig. 4(a), the Goss component is stronger in the

inoculated condition, Fig. 4(b). Additionally, there are other

two components which are barely visible in the ODF of the

former sample, whereas they have significant MRD values for

the LPBF-316 Lþ TiC specimen: {1 1 3}<3 3 2> and {1 1 1}<1 1 2>.
In structures formed by LPBF, texture has been shown to be

controlled by some process parameters, such as laser power

[32], scan strategy [33] and thermal cycling [33]. These results

show that particle inoculation also affects the resultant

texture, for fixed processing parameters.

Fig. 5 shows the EBSD maps taken on the longitudinal

sections, where coloring corresponds to the Inverse Pole

Figure (IPF) values along BD and the vertical direction,

respectively. Note that maps are not large enough, given the

grain size, to assess texture. However, grain morphology and

size can be qualitatively studied. As can be observed, grains

are elongated along the BD, where their longest axis is fairly

large, i.e. grains grow larger than the EBSD maps width, as

previously confirmed by OM. The presence of such long grains

is associated to their epitaxial growth, as has been previously

reported in austenitic steels [34]. As previously mentioned, no

effect of the inoculation of TiC particles on the refinement is

apparently observed.

Finally, Fig. 6 shows the load F vs. displacement u curves

corresponding to the different microstructures and testing

temperatures. Tests were repeated several times to obtain an

estimated standard error, given the noise of the results. Fig. 7

shows the room temperature and high temperature values of

ESP (a), FE normalized by the square thickness of the small

punch disc (FEh
�2, b) and FM normalized by the displacement

and maximum load and the thickness of the small punch disc

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmrt.2022.10.053
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Fig. 8 e Values of FMuM
¡1h¡2 versus ESP for a testing

temperature of 500 �C that can be correlated to a plot of

ductility versus strength.
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(FMuM
�1h�1, c). These values are directly associated to the

ductility, the yield strength and the ultimate tensile strength,

respectively, according to the UNE-EN 10371 standard. These

results indicate a higher strength at high temperature of the

LPBF materials, especially for the LPBF-316 L þ TiC condition.

This superior strength is attributed by other authors to a

combination of fine cell structure, a high dislocation density

and chemical segregation in the cell walls [35]. At it has been

previously discussed, the presence of TiC particles does not

significantly affect the cell structure either the grain size.

Hence, the enhanced strength of the LPBF-316 L þ TiC condi-

tion could be attributed to dispersion hardening.

Interestingly, the higher strength obtained for the LPBF-

316 L þ TiC condition is not affected by the testing tempera-

ture as significantly as the one of reference 316 L and the LPBF-

316 L conditions, i.e. the value of the FEh
�2 obtained at 500 �C is

close to the one obtained at room temperature, see Fig. 6(b).

Fig. 8 shows the relationship between ESP and FMuM
�1h�1. In

this figure, the improved strength and ductility properties of

the LPBF-316 L þ TiC condition at high temperature are

evident, which could be attributed to a higher stability of the

cell structure at high temperature due to the presence of the

TiC particles [36].
4. Conclusion

a) Processing 316 L through LPBF leads to cellular structures,

where columnar austenite grains can be more than 1 mm

long. Adding TiC to the powder in a small fraction (0.5 wt.%)

led to neither grain refinement nor to solidification cell

refinement.

b) After melting and solidifying TiC-mixed powder, nano-

particles lie in the intercellular regions, that are solute-

enriched.

c) TiC nanoparticle inoculation modifies the texture of the

resultant microstructure, for fixed processing parameters.

d) Samples processed by LPBF show high temperature

behavior and superior strength and ductility, as compared

to the ones obtained in a reference annealed steel, even
though the grain size obtained in the former case was at

least 50 times larger than the one obtained for the refer-

ence condition.

e) The addition of TiC improves all, ductility, yield strength

and ultimate tensile strength at temperature, as compared

to the reference condition and the LPBF condition without

TiC nanoparticles.
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